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QUESTION 1

You\\'ve deployed Vault in your production environment and are curious to understand metrics on your Vault cluster,
such as the number of writes to the backend, the status of WALs, and the seal status. What feature would you configure
in order to view these metrics? 

A. audit device 

B. telemetry 

C. nothing to configure, these are available in the Vault log found on the OS 

D. enable logs for each individual secrets engines 

Correct Answer: B 

The Vault server process collects various runtime metrics about the performance of different libraries and subsystems.
These metrics are aggregated on a ten-second interval and are retained for one minute. This telemetry information can
be used for debugging or otherwise getting a better view of what Vault is doing. Telemetry information can be streamed
directly from Vault to a range of metrics aggregation solutions as described in the telemetry Stanza documentation.
Reference link:- https://www.vaultproject.io/docs/ internals/telemetry 

 

QUESTION 2

While Terraform is generally written using the HashiCorp Configuration Language (HCL), what another syntax can
Terraform be expressed in? 

A. JSON 

B. XML 

C. TypeScript 

D. YAML 

Correct Answer: A 

The constructs in the Terraform language can also be expressed in JSON syntax, which is harder for humans to read
and edit but easier to generate and parse programmatically. 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the result of the following terraform function call? index(["a", "b", "c"], "c") A. 1 

B. true 

C. 2 

D. 0 

Correct Answer: C 
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index finds the element index for a given value in a list starting with index 0. https://www.terraform.io/docs/
configuration/functions/index.html 

 

QUESTION 4

What happens to child tokens when a parent token is revoked? 

A. the child tokens are renewed 

B. the child tokens are converted to parent tokens 

C. the child tokens create their own child tokens to be used 

D. the child tokens are revoked 

Correct Answer: D 

When a parent token is revoked, all of its child tokens and leases are revoked as well. This ensures that a user cannot
skip revocation by simply making a timeless tree of child tokens. 

 

QUESTION 5

Permissions for Vault backend functions are available at which path? 

A. security/ 

B. admin/ 

C. backend/ 

D. system/ 

E. vault/ 

F. sys/ 

Correct Answer: F 

All backend system functions stored in the sys/ backend. The system backend is a default backend in Vault that is
mounted at the /sys endpoint. This endpoint cannot be disabled or moved, and is used to configure Vault and interact
with many of Vault\\'s internal features. 
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